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KUALA LUMPUR: A newly developed “liquid window” can block
sunlight to keep a building cool but also absorb heat to be gradually
released during the day or night to cut energy costs, scientists said.

The window, invented by researchers at Nanyang Technological
University, Singapore (NTU), uses a hydrogel-based liquid between
glass panels and was found to reduce energy consumption in build-
ings by up to 45 percent compared to traditional glass windows. It
was also about 30 percent more energy-efficient than commercially
available energy-efficient glass, as well as cheaper, said the NTU
scientists who spent almost a decade on the project. 

“Previously people only talked about blocking the sunlight in the
summer and letting the sunlight come in in the winter, but nobody
talked about heat storage - we’re the first to do this,” said lead re-
searcher Long Yi. The “liquid window” material can be used for small
or large pieces of glass.

“It’s just like water,” Yi told the Thomson Reuters Foundation. En-
ergy-guzzling buildings, many of which are heated by fossil fuels, ac-
count for 40 percent of global energy usage, and windows are
responsible for half of that energy consumption, according to a 2009
United Nations report. The International Energy Agency said direct
and indirect planet-warming emissions from electricity and commer-
cial heat used in buildings rose to their highest recorded level in 2019,
accounting for 28 percent of global energy-related CO2 emissions.
The increase was partly fuelled by growing energy demand for heat-

ing and cooling, with rising air-conditioner ownership and extreme
weather, the agency noted in a 2020 report. Conventional energy-
saving windows are made with expensive coatings that cut down
infra-red light passing in or out of a building, helping reduce demand
for heating and cooling. But they do not regulate visible light, a major
component of sunlight that causes buildings to heat up.

To overcome the limitations, the NTU researchers mixed micro-
hydrogel, water and a stabiliser, finding it can effectively reduce en-
ergy consumption in a variety of climates as it automatically
responds to changes in temperature. 

The liquid mixture in the “smart window” turns opaque or frosted
in appearance when exposed to heat, blocking sunlight. When tem-
peratures cool, it returns to its original clear, transparent state, letting
in light and heat. NTU scientists conducted simulations using build-
ing models and weather data from Shanghai, Las Vegas, Riyadh and
Singapore, as well as outdoor tests in Singapore, Guangzhou and
Beijing. They hope to start working with businesses soon to spark
commercial interest. The windows, most suited to office buildings
that are occupied during the day, can be adapted for different loca-
tions. But they are most effective in the tropics and places where
temperatures rise during the day and fall sharply at night, such as
the Middle East, said Long. Tests also suggested the smart liquid
window reduces noise 15 percent more effectively than double-
glazed windows.  —Reuters

‘Liquid window’ harnesses light and heat to save energy in buildings

Rising demand for cooling and heating in commercial buildings has pushed up their
carbon emissions - could temperature-sensitive windows help? —Reuters

Commerzbank 
swings to loss 
on coronavirus
FRANKFURT: Germany’s second-largest lender Com-
merzbank yesterday reported a third quarter net loss
of 69 million euros after provisions against a coron-
avirus hit economy and a restructuring that  will close
branches and cut jobs. Operating profit dropped nearly
two-thirds to 168 million euros, weighed down by risk
provisions on its loan portfolio that doubled in a year
due to the pandemic.

“We have a stable customer business and a strong
capital position,” finance chief Betina Orlopp said,
adding that this “represents a good basis for future im-
pacts arising from the coronavirus crisis”. “We have
paved the way for further cost savings,” Orlopp added.
Commerzbank, like its crosstown rival Deutsche Bank,
is cutting thousands of jobs as it looks to restructure.

It is shutting 200 branches as consumers pivot to
contactless spending and online accounts, and cutting
as many as 10,000 jobs. This resulted in 201 million
euros of charges from restructuring, driving third-
quarter earnings into loss.  The third quarter net loss
of 69 million euros compared with a profit of 297 mil-
lion for the same period last year. Commerzbank also
confirmed that it expects to end the year with a net
loss, which would be the first since 2009.

Last year, it posted a net profit of 644 million euros.
The task of getting the bank back on track will fall to
its new boss from the start of 2021, Manfred Knof, a
defector from Deutsche Bank. He will replace Martin
Zielke, who resigned in July after being criticized by its
second-biggest shareholder, investment house Cer-
berus.  —AFP


